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Job Offer 

Senior Research Associate in Pharmacoepidemiology 
 

 

Company: YolaRX Consultants 

Work place: Montreal downtown 

Employment offer published on: 15 September 2020 

Permanent contract: Full time (part-time possible under certain conditions) 

 

 

About YolaRX Consultants - www.yolarx.com: 

YOLARX CONSULTANTS is a company recognized worldwide for its scientific excellence in 

pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacovigilance and therapeutic risk management.  Since its founding in 2006, 

YOLARX offers top level expertise which takes into account the constantly changing environment of drug 

regulation and reimbursement.  Our mission is to serve an international clientele using our knowledge and 

expertise in order to develop evidence according to the highest methodological standards for the 

evaluation of the benefits and risks of medicines in the real world. 

 

 

Why should you apply? 

 Dynamic, diverse and dedicated work environment, work with passionate researchers at a 

leading boutique research organization  

 Training budget set aside for your professional development  

 Ability to grow within the company  

 Help with balancing work-life demands  

 Fun employee initiatives and dynamic employee appreciation rewards 

 Four weeks paid annual leave as of the first year within the company 

 

 

Job description: 

The senior pharmacoepidemiologist will work on international projects in collaboration with other YOLARX 

team members.  In general, the senior research associates work closely with the Research Director for the 

development of scientific content related to the mandates carried out by YOLARX.  In addition, the senior 

research associates are project managers: they are the key contact person for the Client, supervising the 

research team and carrying out project management tasks. 
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Job Offer 

Responsibilities and main tasks related to the position: 

- Development of study protocols, reports, scientific articles, abstracts, presentations, slide decks, 

posters, etc.  

- Conduct or supervision of literature reviews (systematic, non-systematic, targeted, etc.) 

- Synthesis of knowledge and knowledge gaps 

- Conduct of project management related tasks in collaboration with the Director of Operations 

(meeting with clients, progress reports, respect of deadlines, etc.) 

 

 

Qualifications / Main requirements for this position: 

 

Education and experience: 

- PhD in pharmacoepidemiology or in a related field  

- 2 years professional experience  

 

Specific skills and competencies: 

- Scientific rigor 

- Ability to work autonomously 

- Excellent interpersonal competencies  

- Mastering different communication tools (Skype, Adobe Connect,…) 

- Open-minded, creativity and adaptability 

- Good organization and respect of timelines 

- Detail-oriented 

- Proactivity and flexibility 

 

Languages: 

- Very good oral and writing skills in English and French 

 

Computer skills: 

- MS Office, EndNote 

 

 

We kindly ask you to submit your application to: contact@yolarx.com. 
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